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Foreword
Welcome to the BDO Hotels, Restaurants and Bars Report 2015
BDO is delighted to introduce our
Hotels, Restaurants and Bars report
2015.
Sharing the perspectives of industry
and business leaders, this report
provides insight and analysis on the
performance of the three key sectors
at a pivotal time in the recovery of the
Irish economy.

Stewart Dunne
Partner, BDO Dublin
What is clear from all contributions
is the extent to which the hospitality
industry has been on a journey
over the last number of years. As new market realities imposed
themselves, individual businesses survived, and in some cases
grew, by transforming their operating models and refocusing their
attention on delivering value for money while maintaining quality.
Against the improving economic backdrop of 2015 and the
strengthening of consumer confidence, meaningful growth is
now being seen across all three sectors. Buoyed by the increase in
inward bound tourism, and benefitting from the weakness of the
euro against sterling and the dollar, the tourism and hospitality
industry can expect to put in a very strong performance in 2015.
Earlier this year, the Government’s tourism policy document,
People, Place and Policy; Growing Tourism to 2025, was launched,
setting out plans to take inward visitor numbers to 10 million by
2025 and to add 50,000 new jobs to the 200,000 jobs already
based on tourism. In July, a new group, chaired by Tourism Minister

Paschal Donohoe, was tasked with
drawing up a Tourism Action Plan for
2018. Meanwhile, initiatives such as
the Wild Atlantic Way are proving
hugely successful in drawing overseas
visitors and the maintenance of
the 9% VAT rate has helped ensure
the sustainability of the sector at a
critical time in its recovery.
Liam Hession

Such welcome actions, must
however, now be followed by a fresh
determination to address the specific
challenges facing the hospitality
industry, in particular, the chronic skills shortage identified by
many of our contributors. Tackling this will require investment
but, just as importantly, recognition that our hospitality industry
can and should form a key part of the Irish tourism proposition.
Rather than be viewed as simple beneficiaries of increased visitor
numbers, we believe our bars, restaurants and hotels will enjoy
more sustainable growth where they are marketed and supported
as part of the attraction of visiting.
Partner, BDO Limerick

Our thanks go out to those key industry stakeholders and operators
who gave their time to contribute. We hope you will enjoy reading
the report and we welcome your thoughts and feedback.

Stewart Dunne and Liam Hession
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BDO Sector Outlook
The hospitality trading environment
With consumer sentiment continuing to increase and recording some of its highest
levels since 2006, we can say with some confidence that the future looks increasingly
positive for the Irish economy. This is a view echoed by businesses throughout Ireland,
with BDO’s Business Confidence Monitor showing optimism levels at 63.4 points, the
highest levels recorded over the last four years.
For the tourism and hospitality sector, key indicators suggest that the strong
performance recorded during 2014 has continued into 2015. Although there is
evidence of a three-tier recovery – with Dublin leading the way, followed by the
other major urban centres and tourism destinations, and leaving broad swathes of
rural Ireland behind – operator sentiment across the hotel, restaurant and bar sectors
mirrors BDO’s optimistic and positive outlook for 2015.
The introduction of the 9% VAT rate for the tourism industry by government in 2011
is widely acknowledged as having played a key role in the sustainability of the sector.
The retention of this measure, combined with a disciplined approach to financial
management and control within individual businesses, will be critical to sustaining
growth and improving profitability across the hospitality sector in the years ahead.
For example, while Dublin hotels rank highly in terms of current occupancy levels
when benchmarked against their European counterparts, the average rates achieved
remain well below those achieved by hotels in other European cities.
Additional drivers for operators within the hospitality sector are the increased
emphasis on the quality of the product offering, the availability of key skills within
the area and the increased focus on the overall positive customer experience. The
development of the Wild Atlantic Way, which focuses on the coastline of the west of
Ireland, and the Ancient East, which targets ancients sites in the east of the country,
deserve particular praise for ‘decentralising’ tourism away from Dublin and creating a
cohesive message around Ireland’s regional offerings.
It will become increasingly important to preserve the value of the cultural experience
and Irish brand for visitors to the country while, at the same time, recognise the
importance of the domestic market and unlock the spending potential of Irish
consumers. Central to achieving this must be a greater focus on the role of the
hospitality industry.

The latest travel and tourism figures from the CSO
for the 5 months to May 2015 bode well for the Irish
tourism sector showing:

 12%  17%
An increase of 12% in
overseas visitors on
the corresponding
period last year

Visitors from Britain
up 10%, while North
American vistor
numbers are up 17%

 14%

 13%

Mainland European
visitor numbers grew

Overseas visitor
numbers from long
haul markets
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“The government have had a critical
part to play with regard to maintaining
rates however the challenge remains to
create a joined-up cohesive strategy with
stakeholders at a macro level to benefit
from the growth evident in the sector
and plan for the future.“
– Stewart Dunne

With the development of the Tourism Action Plan 2018, the government has an
opportunity to identify the particular strengths the industry brings to the country’s
tourism proposition. The traditional Irish pub stands out as an obvious example,
but Ireland’s four and five star hotels and its dynamic restaurant sector are also
relevant to the equation. The issue is not simply about more marketing support
but fresh thinking around how a stronger tourism proposition, appealing to both
domestic and overseas visitors, can be built through greater investment in skills and
training in hospitality. 

.
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Hotels
INTRODUCTION
The tourism sector, and in particular the hotel sector,
has been one of the big benefactors of Ireland’s economic
recovery. We can say with confidence, there is very clear
evidence to demonstrate the sector is enjoying a period of
sustained growth and recovery, with immediate prospects
for the sector extremely positive. With demand forecast to
grow further and capacity unlikely to increase significantly
in the short to medium term, we would expect to see
continued growth in occupancy, average room rates and as a
consequence profitability in the sector during 2015 and 2016.
Notwithstanding the positive market conditions and
operator sentiment that exists at present, there are some
issues and challenges facing the sector that will need to be
carefully monitored. Favourable exchange rates are currently
impacting positively on Ireland’s competitiveness and value
proposition. A strengthening of the euro combined with
continued room rate growth, could quickly erode this, and
lessen the appeal of Ireland to the UK and US markets.
Closer to home, a very real skills shortage exists across
the tourism and hospitality sector. This is not an issue
that can be solved by individual operators. It will take
the input of all key stakeholders and Government to
develop a long- term strategy and response, for the wider
tourism and hospitality sector to address this challenge.
In summary, the outlook for the Irish hotel market is very
favourable, a view you will see echoed in our conversations
with Tim Fenn from the IHF, Peter MacCann of the Merrion
Hotel and Altaf Khan of The George Boutique Hotel.
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“The general outlook is very positive
for 2015 and there is a growing
sense of optimism across the hotel
and guesthouse sector, and indeed,
Irish tourism generally”
Tim Fenn, CEO, Irish Hotels Federation

“I believe we learned a lot of valuable lessons
during the downturn. Once we don’t
forget these important lessons, adopt a
sensible approach to pricing and retain
our competitiveness, I am confident
the sector can continue to grow!”
	Peter MacCann, General Manager, Merrion Hotel

“When you begin to experiment with what works
and what doesn’t, you start to get in tune with
the market very quickly, and you also start to
measure everything, rather than throwing
money blindly at a problem”
	Altaf Khan, Manager, The George Boutique Hotel, Limerick
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BDO Review
Hospitality Performance – Hotels
The hotel sector is enjoying a period of sustained growth, some of which has been achieved as a result of policy measures and adjustments
to how hoteliers now run their business. Operator sentiment is high and improving, with many in the sector confident that it is well placed to
capitalise on increasing activity levels and market demand.
Since 2011, hoteliers nationally have seen increases in room
occupancy and average room rates. In 2011 hotel occupancy
nationally was 56% with this figure increasing to 64% in
2014. Performance in the Dublin market has been particularly
strong, with average occupancy increasing from 71% in 2011
to 73% in 2014 and forecast to average 80% for 2015.
Average room rates are also on track to report similarly impressive
growth up from €80 to €95 in 2014 and forecast to break €100 in 2015.

Irish Tourism Growth 2011–2014
Millions
7250
7000
6750
6250
6000

A key contributory factor to this improving performance has been
increasing levels of tourist and corporate activity and general
improvements in consumer confidence. Figures from the CSO showed
that visitor numbers were up 13.4%, year-on-year, in the period
March-May 2015 and up 12% overall for the first five months of 2015.
Transactional Activity in the Hotel Sector
Richard Duffy, Director Corporate Finance
BDO, notes that while 2014 was the year
that saw definitive recovery in the Irish hotel
market; the first half of 2015 has already
accelerated beyond this. The shift in gear was
obvious as early as April when figures from
CBRE showed a higher volume of mergers
and acquisitions activity in Q1 2015 than for
all of 2014. Some 25 hotels changed hands in
17 transactions over the first quarter, with a
combined value of over €500m. For 2014, in
contrast, total sales had been €341m.
By the end of Q2, that strong performance
showed no signs of abating and highpoints
among a series of notable transactions this
year include JP MacManus’ purchase of The
Adare Manor in Limerick for €31.5 million,
the purchase of The Temple Bar Hotel for
€27.5 million by a consortium of American
investors, and the acquisition of the Clayton
Hotel in Galway for €17 million by Dalata.
Another notable feature during 2014 and
into 2015 has been changes in the ownership
structure of many hotels. A key consequence
of this has been the rebranding of a number
of well-known hotel assets and other hotels
being subsumed into existing larger and in
many cases, branded hotel chains. The Four
Seasons in Dublin which was renamed the

2011

2012

2013

2014

According to a report by the IHF 90% of hoteliers reported an
increase in business levels for the first 6 months of 2015. 83% of
respondents also reported an increase in advance bookings.

InterContinental Dublin and the Burlington,
now called the DoubleTree.
Industry Growth with Capacity Challenges
The absence of suitable and affordable hotel
development sites in Dublin is an issue and
is acting as a key barrier to expansion of the
sector in Dublin. There is a real opportunity
for existing hoteliers, where their property
or site allows, to increase their bedroom
provision as a means of driving revenue
growth. There is also opportunity with
improvements in infrastructure, for operators
located beyond the core city centre and
indeed moving further into rural areas. With
the banks beginning to lend to the sector and
the availability of the EIIS, some options now
exist to fund these type of developments.
Training
Speaking with our interviewees and
through our research it is clear that there
is not enough investment in the training
of skilled staff across the sector. In order
to achieve the high standard and quality
required, investment in training is required
by stakeholders supported by government
action.
Nationwide Development
Fáilte Ireland recently confirmed that cities,
led by Dublin & including Cork, Galway and

Kilkenny, were seeing stronger growth than
other parts of Ireland. However there are
also a number of hotels across the country
that are surviving by providing high quality
services, serving the local Irish Market
demands and providing a unique best-inclass Irish offering for overseas visitors.
Reinvestment
An important consideration in the viability of
hotels is reinvestment, and there were some
concerns expressed through the downturn
that higher-end hotels in particular would
be impacted by lack of access to funding. A
positive signal from recent hotel acquisitions
is that re-investment is being factored into
the purchases by the new owners, with
upgrades and refurbishments often funded
directly by them.
NAMA
A central player in the hotels story is NAMA,
which as of June 2015 has 58 hotels to be
brought to market or deleveraged through a
loan redemption for example, Project Arch,
a €608 million loan portfolio which includes
Irish hotels. There is good reason to believe
NAMA will have deleveraged/sold two
thirds of its outstanding portfolio by mid2016, meaning a constant supply of hotels is
set to be available in the market for at least
a year ahead. 

In the face of such favourable market conditions and with a return to more meaningful transaction activity we
expect to see further increases in room rates as hoteliers and hotel investors alike strive to drive revenue and profit
growth as a means of maximising their return on investment. The importance of increasing tourism figures forecast
for both the overseas & domestic visitors, gain greater traction when we consider the potential in the sector for
example with Ireland’s bid for the Rugby World Cup in 2023.
.
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Optimistic outlook for Irish tourism
Tim Fenn, CEO of the Irish Hotels Federation discusses the key drivers for Ireland’s Tourism
Industry in 2015 and the opportunities for continued recovery and growth.
How has Ireland’s tourism industry performed so far in 2015?
Tourism is having a good year so far with overseas visitors up over
14% during the first three months compared with the same period
last year. This builds on the strong performance achieved during the
last two years. With the summer season now upon us, the general
outlook is very positive for 2015 and there is a growing sense of
optimism across the hotel and guesthouse sector and, indeed, Irish
tourism generally.
What is driving these improvements in performance?
We are seeing strong growth across all our main markets – North
America, Britain and the rest of Europe. The British market in
particular is performing very well, which is encouraging given the
difficulties we have had in restoring this market since the downturn.
The stronger sterling and dollar are certainly allowing people to
engage more with Ireland’s value-for-money proposition and this is
borne out by satisfaction surveys which show our value-for-money
visitor rating as high as it has been for over a decade.
Has value for money become integral to our offering?
The recession undoubtedly played a significant role and led to a huge
amount of change in how people run their businesses, cutting costs
where possible and improving efficiencies. Increased competitiveness
has gone hand-in-hand with more effective marketing – getting the
value-for-money message across and gaining more cut-through in the
UK as a result of targeted marketing campaigns.
In terms of pricing, Dublin is now rated the third highest for hotel
occupancy levels among European cities but it is only the 14th
highest in terms of average room rate – this gives a sense of how
highly competitive the marketplace is that Irish hotels operate in.
The 9% tourism VAT rate has also been pivotal in turning around
the industry, allowing businesses to reduce prices and increase
employment with some 30,000 additional positions having been
created since 2011.
Would you be concerned about increasing room rates?
There is tremendous value on offer in Ireland compared to
other European destinations. However, it’s vital that we remain
competitive and grow in a sustainable manner while enhancing our
value proposition. Ultimately, it’s the consumer who dictates the
price points of our industry - so this will inevitably limit the scope for
room rate increases.
Aside from value, what is bringing tourists to Ireland?
A series of pro-tourism measures, including the 9% VAT rate and the
zero rate air travel tax have improved sentiment towards Ireland in our

target markets and among the airlines
who have increased air connectivity into
the country. The improved economic
environment in some of our key
markets, such as North America and
Great Britain, has also been a major
factor in growing visitor figures.
More effective marketing has, without
a doubt, had an enormous impact.
Tim Fenn
Despite constrained resources, our
CEO, Irish Hotels
industry has significantly upped its
Federation (IHF)
game on the marketing front, with
targeted programmes from Fáilte
ihf.ie
Ireland and Tourism Ireland succeeding
in reinvigorating our tourism brand and
Ireland’s image as a holiday destination.
We have become more imaginative in developing our tourism product
and in giving holidaymakers new and compelling reasons to visit.
Examples include the already hugely successful Wild Atlantic Way
and the launch of Ireland’s Ancient East trail earlier this year. The
evidence is clear that, by putting an umbrella brand on an offering, we
are giving people a call-to-action which they are responding to.
How far ahead is Dublin in terms of recovery compared to the
rest of the country?
It is very much a case of a three-tier recovery, with Dublin out
on its own, particularly within the canals. The city’s growth has
been achieved partly on the back of very strong business and
events tourism. Dublin has many great venues and events that fill
bedrooms, and a lot of this activity is in the three and four-star
segment of the market.
Unfortunately, the rest of the country is not seeing the same rate of
recovery. In the next tier, you have tourism hotspots such as Cork,
Killarney, Kilkenny, Galway and Westport, followed by the parts of
the country that rely heavily on the domestic market.
Do you anticipate a significant increase in the number of new
hotels opening in Dublin?
The greatest challenge at present to any new hotel development
in Dublin is the lack of suitable and affordable sites. Unfortunately,
those looking to develop hotels are competing with parties seeking
to acquire sites for other commercial and residential developments
which offer higher projected returns on investment than hotels. At the
moment, it is difficult for hoteliers to acquire city centre sites at viable
prices. Until this issue is resolved it is more likely that new capacity

will emerge from additional rooms being added on to existing hotels.
There is, however, plenty of availability on the periphery of Dublin
and it is important to emphasise the short distance from the M50 to
the city centre relative to other capital cities.
Debt overhang was a huge issue for the hotel sector following
the crash. Broadly, where does the industry now stand?
In 2012, the hotel sector owed €6.7bn. Last year, that was down to
€5.3bn. In order to achieve sustainability, it is estimated that this
needs to be reduced further to a level below €4bn - so there remains
a further requirement for restructuring, recycling and refinancing.
We see the pillar banks as positively disposed to the sector at the
moment and some new mezzanine finance is helping people to get
their restructuring deals over the line. Ultimately, the best outcome
will be if those who have a long-term interest in the industry regain
control of hotel assets.

.

Are there any skills shortages that concern you?
The IHF is working closely with the training agency Solas to
reposition hospitality in the minds of parents and second level
students and increase the training options available to them. The
aim is to also provide a clear view of the many pathways for career
development and advancement in the industry. Tourism offers a
huge range of senior positions and skilled jobs, as well as jobs that,
by their nature, afford people a lot of flexibility. If targets for 50,000
new tourism jobs are to be met by 2023, then we must have the
educational structures in place so that young people can train and
qualify for these roles. 
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Excelling in the art of hospitality
Peter MacCann, General Manager, Merrion Hotel reflects on the shifts in the hotel’s market
mix in recent years and the increased emphasis on effective financial management.
the Irish market bailed us out during
what was a challenging period.

The hotel sector suffered more than most in the downturn. How
has the Merrion been performing in recent years?
For us the business turned the corner in 2010 and has been on an
upward trajectory since then. A number of factors contributed to
this, but I believe the actions of the management team and all of the
staff were of critical importance.
In the first instance, we had responded very quickly to the challenges
that faced our business during the downturn. We embarked on a
programme of cost reduction, although very mindful to not cut
costs in areas that would adversely impact on the guest experience
or the overall standards in the hotel. Unfortunately, this did include
implementing pay cuts and some redundancies, however, not only
have we reversed all those pay cuts, and recently re-introduced
pay increases for all staff, we have also been able to offer new
employment to all staff who were made redundant. Throughout the
entire process, we kept very clear and open lines of communication
with all of our staff and many of the initiatives undertaken were
based on their feedback.
Since the hotel broke-even in 2010, we have managed to replace
the losses incurred between 2007 and 2009. This has been achieved
by placing a strong emphasis on effective financial management
and control, and by maintaining the cost improvement measures
introduced in the hotel. These measures remain a key feature of how
the business operates today. I don’t believe we could have turned
things around without the support and buy-in of all of our staff.
Who represents your main source of business, and how has that
changed over recent years ?
The downturn led to a significant shift in the hotel’s market mix.
Traditionally, our business came from three source markets: Ireland,
the UK and US, with a reasonably even split between these three
markets.
However, after 2008, there was a significant fall in demand from
both the UK and US markets. Fortunately for us, we managed to
increase the volume of business from the Irish market, so, in effect,

We are once again seeing strong
growth from both the UK and US
markets, with the Irish market’s share
of our overall mix returning to the prerecession levels.
What has contributed to recovery in
the wider hospitality sector over the
last year or so?
There are a number of factors that
merrionhotel.com
have played their part. The reduced
VAT rate has been central to the
story. Favourable exchange rates are
currently having a very positive impact
and Ireland’s value proposition is very strong in both the UK and
US markets. However, this is something that needs to be carefully
managed. Operators need to be able to respond, and quickly, to
currency fluctuations, to ensure that their prices remain competitive
and are perceived by customers to represent value.
Peter MacCann
General Manager,
Merrion Hotel

I also believe that a lot of credit must go to Tourism Ireland and the
work that they are doing in terms of marketing and raising the profile
of Ireland overseas. For me, the Global Greening Initiative has been
hugely successful, and I don’t think there is any other organisation
or body globally that could achieve what they have done in terms of
encouraging many iconic buildings, structures and landmarks around
the world to go green for March 17 – generating huge exposure for
Ireland internationally.
What impediments, if any, are there to further growth and
expansion of Ireland’s hospitality sector?
In the main, the greatest threats are probably those outside our
control and ones that we can do very little to influence. However,
we must be prepared to react and respond to these threats as
appropriate.
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There is a capacity issue in terms of hotel bedrooms within Dublin.
However, this does not necessarily mean that we need to go building
lots of new hotels. In the short-term, capacity shortfalls can be
addressed by encouraging and achieving a greater distribution of
hotel business throughout the wider Dublin area and not just within
the canals.
As a European capital city, I firmly believe that Dublin would also
benefit from the presence of some strong luxury hotel brands,
which could enhance its image and reputation in international travel
markets. I don’t believe it does the market any good to see strong
hotel brands fail or exit the market.
The skills issue is also a very serious one, which needs to be
addressed as a matter of priority. The abolition of CERT was a poor
decision, in my opinion, and has contributed to some very serious
skill deficits, particularly at junior chef levels.
What would you like to see done to address these issues?
Unfortunately, the value and importance of the tourism and
hospitality sector has never been recognised to the same degree
in Ireland as it is internationally. For many young people starting
out in their careers it is not seen as a profession. Any solution to
address the skills shortage we face needs to be formulated as part of

.
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a National Strategy that should, as a starting point, aim to address
this perception issue. In tandem with this, appropriate entry level and
on-going professional training options must be available for those
looking to start or develop their career in the sector.
I know that many operators across the hospitality sector have and
will continue to do what they can to recruit and retain good staff.
Many have done away with split shifts, looked at pay and conditions,
and sought to ensure their staff work in what can only be described
as a very professional environment.
Looking forward to the remainder of the year how confident
are you?
I expect the hotel to build on the strong growth achieved over the
last five years and am confident of a very positive outcome for 2015.
As a sector I believe we learned a lot of very valuable lessons during
the downturn. Once we don’t forget these important lessons, adopt
a sensible approach to pricing and retain our competitiveness, I am
confident that the sector can continue to grow.
Overall, our tourism and hospitality product is very good and Ireland
is well placed to benefit from the growth currently taking place in the
international tourism market. 
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Reinventing strategy focus
Altaf Khan, manager of The George Boutique
Hotel offers a fresh perspective on how
they adapted their strategy to refocus and
strengthen its offering to reflect changes
in the market.
Tell us a little bit about The George Boutique Hotel?
Our client base is mostly airline, corporates, tour operators and
business. In the summer, we would have some families coming in and
we also tap into the city break market. We are increasingly seeing
more individual bookings at a higher yield than group bookings. The
key source of our business is internet bookings.
How did the downturn change how the hotel operated?
The recession came as a sharp shock to the system for everyone in
the business. For a time, you would hear news, almost every day,
about hotels shutting down, going into administration or being taken
over by NAMA. It was a very challenging time. Our response was
to sit down and do a reality check on our business. We were very
lucky that the owners had always been very much in tune with the
finances of the hotel. Rather than doing monthly meetings, we now
began weekly meetings. We looked for savings across all our utility
bills and we looked at how we could improve the staffing model of
the business; so rather than having staff in the bar area or the hotel,
we looked at multi-skilling. We set targets across all areas, and if we
couldn’t hit them we’d go back and ask what we could do about it.
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Altaf Khan
Manager, The George Boutique
Hotel, Limerick

We also began to proactively go
after business for the first time.

By setting out KPIs, we knew the
margins we needed to survive and
to reinvest in the business. We
were also very lucky that we were
in the four star market. For a time, nobody wanted to be seen to be
staying in five star hotels, so our offer slotted in nicely to meet that
concern. The market was very price sensitive and we did have to drop
our prices, but not a huge amount.
thegeorgeboutiquehotel.com

It sounds like a new sense of strategy reinvigorated the business?
Yes. As the market recovered and discounting became less necessary
we strategically refocused on better rate management and up selling
food and beverages with room stock.
We now take a longer view, using a rolling two-year forecast as
opposed to a quarterly one. We also do more sensitivity analysis
than in past years. All supplier contracts are now challenged every six
months and we have trained up on negotiation skills. We have also
skilled up significantly on internet marketing and website utilisation.
When you begin to experiment with what works and what doesn’t,
you start to get in tune with the market very quickly, and you also
start to measure everything, rather than throwing money blindly at
a problem.
By taking a more planned, strategic approach, we saw how much
savings could be made. It also led us to go back to suppliers and talk to
them, explaining what we needed, and to invite tenders. We were also
very lucky with our staff, who accepted a flat 10% wage cut, across
the board, for two years, until 2011, when we returned it to them.
Was the survival of the business at stake at any point?
Yes. From 2008 to 2010 we were heavily discounting and had
low occupancy. We renegotiated rents and all other key supplies,
managed our cashflow very tightly, worked with a limited capital
spend and rode out the storm.

.
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I would have, and it’s a small one, is that we need to connect all the
hard work that’s done to promote the Wild Atlantic Way abroad with
the tourism industry and the local communities here. If you have
someone who’s spent thousands on a holiday here, maybe a trip of
a lifetime, and they have an encounter with a taxi driver who isn’t
aware of the Wild Atlantic Way or says something negative about it,
that can actually spoil the experience. So that link has to be there.
It’s also worth noting the current key driver of international business
into Ireland is the weakness of the euro, which makes Ireland a lot
more affordable than before, particularly to the US and UK market.
A few years ago, all the hotels came together in Limerick through
the Limerick Hotel Association, and focused on advertising Limerick
regionally, to attract the weekend leisure market. We work very well
together and we take the view that anything we can do for the image
of the city we will do.
One thing I would also say in terms of perceptions of Limerick is that
we need to see more positive images of the city in the media and in
RTÉ especially. We are not getting the coverage we deserve from RTÉ
when good things happen here.
Are you optimistic about the year ahead?
We have seen great improvement in all our key metrics over the last
three years and we expect that to continue in 2015 and 2016.
Last year, the City of Culture was a brilliant showcase for Limerick. It
created a great atmosphere and provided a reason to visit Limerick.
There have also been some major job announcements this year and,
when the local economy is doing well, we are doing well.
Shannon Airport continues to do a great job and the growth we
see there is reflected in the city and indeed the whole region.
Sporting events are also really important to Limerick and Thomond
Park brings a massive amount of business here. If we could build a
conference centre in Limerick, it would be an excellent addition. We
have the airport, the hotels and a fantastic vibrant city to support it.

Have you made any upgrades or changes recently?
We are currently changing our restaurant to Italian theme, which we
are funding through the reserves. That ties into our strategy that,
whatever our rate is, a certain amount is put aside for depreciation
and reinvestment.

Is value for money still central to your customers?
Certainly people have become more savvy and are likely to stay that
way. They know what they are buying and they want a good deal.
We would see people contacting us directly looking to negotiate and
we would always work with that as much as we can. Room rates will
fluctuate between the seasons and according to demand.

Are you happy in general with how Ireland is marketed?
Fáilte Ireland and Tourism Ireland have done a great job over the
years with events such as the Gathering. The Wild Atlantic Way is
the latest product and it is also doing a great job. The only criticism

One of the interesting things we noticed was that, in the boom years,
a huge amount of bookings were made by women, while, when the
downturn came, it was mostly men. That trend continued until two
years ago and now it’s back to half and half. 
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Restaurants
INTRODUCTION
At the Restaurant Association of Ireland’s recent Annual
Restaurant awards, which were audited by BDO, there was
a notable sense of optimism and positivity on the part of all
those in attendance.
Giving rise to this increased sense of optimism is clear
evidence that activity levels within the restaurant sector
are, for the majority of operators, on the increase or
remaining stable. While growth is particularly strong in
Dublin, major urban and tourist centres are also benefitting
from increasing levels of tourist and domestic business.
According to Fáilte Ireland’s Tourism Barometer, May 2015,
39% of restaurants reported an increase in visitor volumes
for the year, with 22% reporting a decrease. Looking to the
remainder of the year 61% of restaurants predict greater
volumes of visitors, with 65% anticipating an increase in
domestic business.
Many in the sector have survived and even prospered
during the downturn, largely as a result of streamlining
their business model, innovating their menu choice and in
some instances benefitting from reduced leasehold costs. In
Dublin alone it is estimated that approximately 3,000 new
restaurant seats have been added over the last few years,
with many operators citing significant difficulties finding
and securing suitable premises to continue the expansion of
the sector.
We spoke to Adrian Cummins, Chief Executive of the RAI
to get an all-Ireland picture of the market. We also present
some interesting perspectives from well-established
operators in the market in the form of Ross Lewis from
Chapter One, Padraic Frawley of the Cornstore Group &
Coqbull and one of the more recent arrivals to the market,
Michael Andrews, Operations Director, Beeftro and
Clodagh’s Kitchen.
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“Many owners also got more involved
in their operations and a lot of focus
went on examining costs and
maximising the bottom line”
	Adrian Cummins, CEO, Restaurants
Association of Ireland

“Today our food is part of a story that is
still unfolding. It will always reflect
honesty and integrity because these
elements are the very soul of our offering”
	Ross Lewis, Head Chef, Chapter One

“Running a restaurant is a bit like theatre.
Once we open our doors for lunch or dinner
service you are on. No two days are ever the
same and you are only as good as your last show.
That’s what keeps us motivated”
	Michael Andrews, Operations Director, Beeftro &
Clodagh’s Kitchen

“We have looked very strategically at what
we do, because we have recognised that
certain consumer habits have changed
and we need to bring new thinking to
the table around that”	
Padraic Frawley, Owner, Cornstore Group
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BDO Review
Hospitality Performance – Restaurants
The restaurant sector has shown itself to be very resilient over the last number of years. The fact that there are over 2,000 restaurants
throughout the country is testament to the levels of innovation throughout the sector and how quickly restaurants responded to the
challenges presented during the economic down turn.
At the centre of the sectors resilience and prosperity has been a focus
on competitiveness and value proposition.

something that can only be addressed and resolved through a skills
and training led sector-wide policy approach.

While consumers are once again eating out more, it is our experience,
supported by those in the sector that consumers are spending less,
meaning value for money will continue to be central to the overall
dining experience for the foreseeable future.

It is also something that should be addressed as part of a concerted
effort to market Ireland as a food destination. There are examples
from Denmark and Spain, noted by our contributors, of the
enormous economic spin-off from government support of worldclass restaurant initiatives. Many chefs in Ireland are developing their
food recipes through own label produce to customers, strengthening
the country’s overall food reputation. However, the dynamism and
talent pool within the country’s restaurant sector points to a real
opportunity to market Ireland’s food offering to the world in a way
that has yet to be capitalised on.

The 9% VAT rate is also widely viewed as critical to breathing
life back into the sector at a time when consumer and operator
confidence was at its lowest ebb and is central to the sector
maintaining its value proposition.
The issue of skills shortages is a recurring theme throughout this
document and is particularly acute in the restaurant sector. It is

Transactional Activity in the Restaurant Sector
Reviewing restaurant performance for 2015 reveals
a number of key factors as evidence that economic
recovery is encouraging customers to once again
spend. Dining experiences outside the home were
estimated to be worth €6bn to the Irish economy
in 2015 and, according to a recent survey by Pallas
Foods, 80% of business owners in the sector are
confident of further growth in 2015. In addition,
a further 45% are planning to create new
employment this year.
The growing strength of the tourism sector and the
development of a more dynamic restaurant sector
have also been cited as significant by industry players.
Although growth in dining out is predictably
Dublin-centred, Fáilte Ireland’s development of the
Wild Atlantic Way has also generated considerable
optimism around growth in key touristic areas. With
the introduction of another new initiative by Fáilte
Ireland, Ireland’s Ancient East, will offer visitors a
compelling, motivating reason to visit the East of the
Country encouraging further growth.

While consumers are eating out more, the view
across the board is that most are not disposed
to spending more on dining occasions, meaning
value for money will continue to be central to the
experience for the foreseeable future.
Employment in the Restaurant Sector
The Irish Restaurants Association estimate that
72,000 people, accounting for 25% of all tourism
jobs, are employed in the restaurant sector in Ireland
and that it contributes approximately €2bn to the
economy annually.
Innovation in the sector
The new sense of innovation, and the response of
consumers to it, has also made the market a more
attractive one to outside operators. The cafe chain
Patisserie Valerie, for example, is making Ireland
its entry point into international markets and has
earmarked 250 sites across Ireland and the UK
for expansion. It opens its first outlet in Belfast at
the end of the summer before expanding into the
Republic. Also entering the Irish market for the first
time is the UK’s largest bakery chain Greggs, who
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72,000
People employed by
the restaurant sector

€2bn
Restaurant sector’s
annual contribution
to the Irish economy

In light of the feedback from our interviewees and analysis of the sector, the view is clear that while there will always be
challenges associated with the running of restaurants, there is no sign of the appetite for expansion diminishing in 2015.
New openings will continue throughout 2015, both at owner/operator and international chain level. Dublin remains
the natural hub for such activity, although activity will also be seen across the regional cities and tourist hot spots, so
long as leaseholds remain attractive. Increasing rents are changing the nature of new entrants in the sector.
Finally, with tourism numbers on the increase and innovation, especially at the artisan product level high, an
enormous opportunity exists to develop Ireland as a premium food tourism destination.
This opportunity can only be fully realised if the sector is backed, through investment in both training and marketing
support, by government.
.

will be launching shortly in partnership with petrol
station chain Applegreen. Both Greggs and Patisserie
Valerie are listed on the London Stock Exchange.
Short term leases encourage new entrants
The restaurant sector differs from both pubs and
hotels in that business units are largely leased rather
than owned by proprietors. The opportunity to lease
well-located units at reasonable rents, with landlords
willing to provide units on a short-term basis was
central to a flow of new restaurant openings in the
last few years, and the relentless focus on quality and
value created a culture of dining that ran counter to
low consumer confidence.
The emergence of the new restaurant provided not
just new dining experiences to the public but allowed a
new generation of chefs and restauranteurs to cut their
teeth in the business. Many of these operators have
since scaled up and expanded their operations. 

.
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Innovation and an appetite for growth
Adrian Cummins, CEO of the Restaurants
Association of Ireland summarises the
restaurant industry and what needs to
be done to encourage further growth.
What is your sector’s expectation around growth this year?
In terms of general outlook, we would be quietly optimistic. General
improvements in the economy, combined with favourable exchange
rates have contributed to a positive operating environment for many
restaurants, particularly those located within the main cities and
larger urban centres. My one concern would be that businesses might
get lazy and take their eye off the ball. When the recession hit, many
owners had to get back into their businesses to save them, and the
focus this brought and strong financial discipline must be maintained.
Was there any major debt overhang in the sector that had to be
worked through?
As the vast majority of restaurants are leased from third parties, the
issue of debt overhang was less prevalent within our industry than in
other sectors such as hotels.
Has Ireland regained its appetite for eating out?
What we are seeing at the moment is clear evidence of a three-speed
recovery, fairly similar to the hotel industry and reflective of the
economy in general.
First you have Dublin, which is almost a super economy, where we
are practically running out of capacity. Secondly, you have the high
tourism density areas and the other major urban centres where
recovery has happened, but not to the extent of Dublin. Finally, you
have the rural economy, which is not experiencing the same levels
of demand or activity and for which we would have a great deal of
concern at the moment.
Is consumer spending returning to pre-recession times?
There has been growth in the fine dining segment of the market, as a
result of increasing levels of corporate activity and associated spend.
It’s now acceptable to eat out again, predominantly in Dublin.
That said, everywhere else is still price conscious and the focus
remains on value. Our industry survived because it adapted and
looked very closely at how it could make profit and keep customers
happy. Overall, the requirement is still to do that.
You’ve been critical of local government not doing enough to
support restaurants. What are the issues?
The whole area of local authority rates is a huge challenge for
restaurants right across the country. For a pub, commercial rates
are based on turnover but for a restaurant, they are based on the
rental value of that property. It’s a draconian approach that doesn’t
make sense to us. Recent re-evaluations of rates have also gone
up by 64% on average in Dublin. That’s an increase of €10,000

Adrian Cummins
CEO, Restaurants
Association of Ireland
rai.ie
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to €18,000, before you’ve sold anything. As an organisation, the
RAI doesn’t feel local authorities are doing enough to support an
enterprise economy in return and, if you don’t have an enterprise
economy, you don’t have businesses to pay rates.
The sector is highly regulated, with restaurants having to deal with
up to 22 different inspection bodies, visiting on a monthly or annual
basis. There needs to be some effort to streamline that and reduce
the regulation burden businesses face. On the employment side,
many of our members are extremely concerned they may once
again be dragged into wage agreements and JLCs that will, for some,
threaten the viability of their businesses.
Is food seen as a driver of tourism in Ireland?
We believe that a lot more could be done to promote Ireland as a
food destination. There is a dysfunctional element to the current
approach, where different bodies look after different areas, and there
is a lack of joined up thinking. We need to get the message out there
that when you come to Ireland the food offering is exceptional.
How significant was the VAT reduction to you?
We have lobbied hard for the retention of the reduced VAT rate.
The VAT reduction was a very important win for the sector and
our ultimate goal is to have the 9% tax for tourism enshrined as an
enduring economic principle. All of the arguments support it. It has
so far resulted in €699m in social welfare savings alone from the jobs
created, while VAT receipts are up in the sector.

.
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Are skills shortages a concern for the sector?
The government’s reduced funding for skills training kicked in from
2008 and the impact of this is now clearly manifesting itself in a
serious skills shortage across the hospitality sector. If tourism is going
to meet its targets to create an additional 50,000 jobs by 2020,
about 5,000 of those will be on the culinary side – that’s another
1,000 each year. We don’t currently have the resources to train
anywhere near that number.
The RAI is opposing the introduction of calories on menus – why?
We have opposed this measure because we don’t believe it will help
deal with the obesity problem in the country, but it will add an extra,
unnecessary expense to our members’ businesses. Looking at it
closely in the US where it has been introduced in some states, it has
largely been a PR exercise and focussed on the fast food segment of
the market. However, for artisan food producers and restaurants with
constantly evolving menus, it is much more difficult to implement.
So, it is costly, without giving any value to the consumer.
Any final thoughts?
The recovery is firmly on track in Dublin but there needs to be
uplift in provincial towns. We believe there has to be a more
strategic approach and a regional basis for the next level of growth
and recovery, benefitting all sectors of the economy, not just the
restaurant sector. 
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Showcasing the best of Irish food

Ross Lewis, Chapter One Chef Patron, offers insight into the impact of market changes in
recent years on his business and the challenges still facing the restaurant industry today.
How did Chapter One navigate the downturn?
Unlike a lot of restaurants that got caught up with the high spending
corporate customer during the boom years, Chapter One always had
a strong clientele that was there to spend their own money. During
the recession, we hung on to most of those people. Our corporate
clients numbers (which weren’t proportionally as large as other
restaurants) did drop, and overall we fell by 9% in the first year of the
recession, followed by 5% the next year. However, we then started
to incrementally recover, so that over a period of five years we were
back where we were.
In doing this, we were building on 23 years of experience, with the
structures in place to run the restaurant well. Margins are everything
in this business, but many restaurants are not run by people with
business minds. You get a lot of chefs who are brilliantly creative but
not strong on the numbers side. To survive they usually need a business
partner who can put in the structures to protect their investment.
What has changed in the market in Dublin over the last few years?
With the spend of the corporate and banking customer, and the
higher end professional, largely out of the equation, the middle
market really began to assert itself in Dublin. This has been greatly
aided by the fact that properties came on the market that allowed
younger chefs and restaurateurs to set up for the first time. That was
really the driver of innovation and the pop-up culture.
It also feeds into a global trend where the top end of each major city
is dominated by one or two players, which are at the cutting edge,
with the rest of the market dominated by a middle tier.
Has the corporate market changed as business confidence
recovers?
What we see at the moment is spend per head is up but with slightly
less covers overall – there are reasons for this. When we look at the
bookings at our weekly meetings, the business bookings we were
getting are increasingly high end. So we are drawing in people who
aren’t looking for the casual dining experience, however good it is.
When they sit down, they want to be acknowledged as the host, and
for everything to be perfect. If a business client doesn’t get the service
they want, they won’t write you a letter of complaint, because they
don’t have time for that, they simply won’t come back.
Are skills and labour an issue in Dublin right now?
In the upper end of the market it’s always been difficult to find the

right staff and it’s getting a little harder
by the year. There are issues around how
people are trained, how the industry is
perceived and a lack of foresight from
government. Undoubtedly there are
talented people entering the sector
but the expansion of the industry is
outpacing that influx. Dublin alone has
grown by approximately 3,000 seats in
the last few years.
Ross Lewis
Head Chef and co-owner,
Chapter One
chapteronerestaurant
.com

Within the culinary education system,
there is now a much greater focus on
the academic side. There may be good
reasons for this but we have a very real
issue of a shortfall on the training side,
because the focus isn’t on practical skills.

As a small island nation, there is always going to be a sense that
more exciting things are happening outside the country. So what
you find is that the talented people train here and then they leave.
We have been exporting chefs and hoteliers out of Ireland for
decades and they are now running some of the best restaurants
and hotels in the world.
Are we doing enough to promote Ireland as a food destination?
If you look at how seriously the Spanish government has taken food
over the last few years – and in particular Catalonia, where the
local government has given a huge amount of support to El Bulli
– the three Michelin star restaurant run by Ferran Adrià – among
others, you can see how successful it has been. The food offering in
Barcelona is now superb, and it has improved dramatically over the
past five years.
The Danish government invested a lot of resources in supporting
Noma, the two Michelin star restaurant run by René Redzepi in
Copenhagen. They have coined the term ‘nomanomics’ to describe
the 11% added to tourist spend in Copenhagen as a result of it. It has
also done a huge amount to promote Denmark’s food reputation,
which was worse than Ireland’s was 10 years ago.
In Ireland, we have some supports, but I don’t see a cohesive
and broadly encompassing strategy on food, other than as an
agricultural commodity. The artisan sector is supported by Bord

Bia and its initiatives are now gaining some traction. We have
recognised that we need to premiumise what we produce. Ireland’s
farming community operates in a smaller, fragmented, more
premium environment than most other countries. We have a unique
opportunity to build on our agricultural system, which is based on
grass, because if you have the best grass in the world, you can have
the best beef, best milk and best butter.
Now that you’ve returned to pre-recession levels what does the
future hold?
Chapter One is a mature established business. We will continue
with the same drive and vigor as always. We remain committed to
celebrating the integrity of people who are masters of their craft,

.

from specialist growers and artisan producers who have been
supplying us since the earliest days in the nineties right through
to the Irish designers who helped us restyle our dining space. We
have always used richness of the Irish larder in our offering and
this will continue.
Our cooking will remain inspired by many things; the landscape,
the seasons and most especially the new Irish artisans. Since the
beginning of Chapter One, we have looked at food with an open mind
and coloured in the pictures of flavour and texture through a slow
progression of self-development. Today our food is part of a story
that is still unfolding. It will always reflect honesty and integrity
because these elements are the very soul of our offering. 
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Recipe for dynamic change

Capital Foods comprises Clodagh’s Kitchen, Homemade by Clodagh and Beeftro. Michael
Andrews, Operations Director evaluates how Capital Foods Emporium adapted to the
changing landscape of the restaurant industry in the past 12 months.
Restaurants in the city centre are
Michael Andrews
performing strongly, was Dundrum a
Operations Director,
difficult market to start in?
Beeftro and Clodagh’s
Dundrum town centre is a social setting
Kitchen
with a lot of leisure options and 30 to
capitalfoods.com
35 other restaurants so it is a highly
competitive area. The lunch trade, in
particular, is very competitive, so we have to be very keen on our
pricing. Evening is driven by early bird concepts, while on Fridays
and Saturdays you see the à la carte option comes more to the fore.
Securing our second Beeftro operation was a huge challenge; the
competition for the right location within Dublin at the right price was
and continues to be intense.
How important is an understanding of the finances key to
running a restaurant now?
Restaurateurs have had to become much more financially aware than
may previously have been the case. You have to follow through on
the financial model and look at how your business is performing on a
daily basis. If there is an issue with your margin, the question is: what
are you doing to address it right now? Problems can’t be left to run
for a few weeks before they are fixed. We continuously look at what
margin we need to achieve and then work to get the throughput and
to increase the average spend while customers are in the restaurants.
For this to be successful, it’s very important that our staff are tuned
into upselling. The price structure in the menu is the same across
both Clodagh’s Kitchen and Beeftro locations, but what we do notice
is that in town the spend can be significantly higher. City centre
diners are coming out for a dining experience so their spend could
be completely different even if the pricing model is the same. City
centre evening diners are more inclined to order from our à la carte
menu and spend on a bottle of wine with their meal.
Is a lean restaurant model sustainable when leases and rates
are increasing?
At the moment, price increases are being driven by competition and
the number of people looking to open restaurants. Landlords are
certainly not stepping in to say ‘this isn’t sustainable’. On the issue of
rates, there is a huge difference in what you pay in Dundrum versus
the city centre. Dundrum has been deemed a high designated area,
mainly because of the development, so we have to generate more
revenue there to meet the rates demand. We fully support the RAI

in their efforts to secure a more favourable regime for restaurants,
but it’s a cost we factor in from the beginning. We look at it as an
overhead and make sure it works within our operating model.
Is it a challenge to get the right staff?
It’s very challenging to find quality staff outside of using a
recruitment agency, particularly at management level. For Beeftro it
was crucial we had a chef who knew the beef industry. This greatly
influenced our decision in who we took on to fill the role of executive
chef. For Arnotts, Clodagh was a natural fit, she had a national profile
and is a great fit with the Arnotts brand. Both approaches have
worked out very well for us.
How has consumer taste evolved over the last few years?
Irish people are more open to trying new concepts and that creates
a lot more opportunities to open up different styles of restaurants.
More people are moving away from the fine dining model. The real
growth is in the mid-market area that’s not too stuffy but offers
good value for money and a relaxed yet efficient service. That’s
where a lot of people are going and where the market is at.
How important is the tourism sector to your business?
Our restaurants would, in general, have 70% domestic and 30%
overseas clientele. In the summer months, the tourist level increases.
They are very similar in terms of their expectations but the domestic
market has certainly become a lot more discerning than they would
have been before.
What’s your view on plans to introduce calorie counts on menus?
The calories issue could potentially have a massive effect on
restaurants, particularly for stand-alone operations. If you are going
out for a treat, do you want to know how many calories are in each
dish? This applies to alcohol too. There are 750 calories in a typical
bottle of red wine. Does the consumer want that emblazoned on
the label as they are drinking it? In terms of the whole obesity
conversation, there are issues that have to be addressed but there
has to be a way of doing it that doesn’t put excessive costs on
businesses. On a very practical level, there’s the issue of managing
calorie counts on a changing menu. We haven’t looked at it in depth
yet but it will undoubtedly add another layer of costs to our business.
There is also the issue of who is going to enforce it. There are a lot of
unknowns as yet to be identified.

Are there any other emerging issues restaurants have to deal with?
I think there are too many inconsistencies in how restaurants are
inspected and regulated, but it’s something we have to deal with and
it keeps us on our toes. On the area of allergens, we have our own
quality control manager to address it across our six operations. There
is a cost to that and you have to make sure your staff are all aware
of the relevant information. One major concern for us is that if a
restaurant unwittingly gives out the wrong information, it could open
it up to litigation. All these developments definitely make it difficult
for a stand alone operator. For a fledgling restaurant, it’s a huge ask
to meet all the various levels of compliance.

.

Looking to next six months, would you be optimistic?
At the moment we are seeing 6 to 10% growth on last year so we are
optimistic. We can look at all our established businesses in a seasonal
way and we can predict with some confidence what the growth will
be. Our Beeftro city centre operation is newer to us and we will work
with the hotels and tourism bodies to get customers in over the
summer season. We have been quite dynamic over the last few years,
having gone from two to six businesses, and we are always looking
at other opportunities. Running a restaurant is a bit like the theatre.
Once we open our doors for lunch or dinner service you are on. No
two days are ever the same and you are only as good as your last
show. That’s what keeps us motivated. 
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Reinvigorating the model for success
The Cornstore Restaurants in Cork and Limerick offer casual, warm and lively dining in Manhattan
style settings . With the addition of Coqbull, a simpler sleeker model which offers innovate, value
for money dining, to its portfolio, Padraic Frawley, Owner, outlines how the Cornstone Group
model has changed to target both the premium and value for money market.
How much planning goes into running a successful restaurant
these days?
Over the last few years we have looked very strategically at what we
do, because we have recognised that certain consumer habits have
changed and we need to bring new thinking to the table around that.
On the positive side, dining out is what people do more and more, in
terms of socialising, instead of going to pubs. However, it’s at a price
point that’s quite low, and there’s lots of really good value out there.
Does each business target a very different market?
The Cornstore model would have been built around premium brands
– for example, customers who would pay €25 for a main course
on a Saturday night, although who, for the rest of the week, would
be looking for more value. Coqbull emerged when we saw that we
needed to create something that offered value for money at a lower
price point. All the main dishes are €13-€15 and people are very
comfortable in that range.
The model for Cornstore will be changing over the coming year

so that we can target both the premium market and the value for
money market.
How challenging was the recession to you?
In every year of the downturn, there was probably a point where we
wondered if the business was going to survive. We had to change
menus, drop prices and offer better value for money to keep the
volumes coming through. This year, we have seen peaks and troughs
again. As people spend more on cars and holidays, it means less is
available for a trip to the restaurant.
What skills have come to the fore in managing the business in
recent years?
From a financial perspective, we have had to become really sharp in
cashflow management. When credit really tightened up, we funded
a lot of what we do through cashflow. In terms of the skills base for
running the businesses, the situation is pretty good. We do struggle
to get good chefs but that’s an ongoing issue and a common problem
up and down the country.
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The biggest change from a sales and
marketing point of view is the rise of
social media, which has become so
prevalent in everyone’s life. Three or
four years ago, we hardly knew what
Twitter and Facebook were about, now
we have one person working on social
media on a full-time basis. We have
become very innovative in that area.
Has your customer base changed
significantly?
In restaurants, you have to be able to
cornstore.com
cater for almost every age, from children
up to retirees. Cornstore has been
around for about eight years now and
what we are seeing is the customer base is getting a bit older, so we
do put some thought into reinventing and reinvigorating the brand.
Younger people are probably not interested in a fillet steak for €26,
but they are interested in an award-winning cocktail for €10.
Padraic Frawley
Owner, Cornstore Group,
and Coqbull

.

Should Ireland be marketed more as a food destination?
Absolutely. There’s been a lot of talk about it over the last few years
but there is not as much happening in the marketing as there should
be. It’s a phenomenal way of building the future of the tourism
business. We have amazing raw materials in this country and, in

places like Cork and Limerick, there is a great story to tell.
Are you optimistic for the year ahead?
From where we are now, we are seeing growth, but it will be of the
slow and steady kind. Banks are opening up to us again and starting
to lend, which makes a huge difference. We can start leasing and
upgrading our equipment and technologies, which hasn’t been
possible over the last seven years. However, we take nothing for
granted. Customers are still looking for value for money and that’s
likely to continue in the years ahead.
Do commercial rates pose a challenge to your growth?
Commercial rates are a challenge – although they have been
addressed in Limerick, where we saw a good reduction and that
is extremely positive going forward. Services are required, so its
understandable rates have to be charged, but we need to be getting
maximum value for the rates paid.
Are you concerned about calorie counts being added to menus?
Calculating calories will be very difficult when you have menus that
are not set. It is costly and could be inconsistent. Our concern is that
it will be quite difficult to control and manage when there’s a creative
side to cooking. 
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Bars
INTRODUCTION
2015 has been a mixed year for the bar sector nationally.
With Ireland’s pubs bearing the brunt of economic and
social changes in the last few years, the outlook with regard
to growth and recovery across the market is starting to look
more positive.
Within Dublin, particularly Dublin city centre, there are
clear signs of a sustained recovery and strengthening of
overall performance. The same can be seen in other major
towns and cities, but as one moves out into suburban and
more rural locations signs of recovery are less evident and
many publicans continue to struggle.
Undoubtedly bars located in cities and larger urban centres
have benefitted from increasing tourist activity and general
improvements in consumer confidence. However, this in
itself has not been the sole driver of improved performance,
with many operators faced with the choice of having to
adopt their business model or fail. In this regard one of the
most obvious changes has been the growth of the food
offering within Irish pubs, with food sales now accounting
for on average 30% of turnover and in some instances up to
50% of turnover, particularly for Dublin based pubs.
Another notable feature of more recent times is the
growing craft beer market. It is estimated that the craft
beer industry generated sales in excess of €15m in 2014,
representing a 50% increase on the figure reported in 2013.
As the economy continues its recovery and consumers seek
more choice in their beers, further growth is inevitable,
providing opportunities for publicans and off-licences alike.
We discuss these latest trends in the sector and optimism
for the future with the industry experts including Irish
Vintners Association, Vintners Federation of Ireland, Donal
Mulcahy of Nancy Blakes, and Declan O’Regan of Hogans.
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“We hold a fairly simple view that competition is
good, diversity in the market is good and choice
is good”
	Donall O’Keefe, CEO, Licensed Vitners Association

“I am optimistic but you have to put that optimism
into context. When you consider 78% of Irish pubs
have a turnover of less that 90,000 you can see it
is not sustainable for the next generation to
carry many of them on”
Padraig Cribben, CEO, Vitners’ Federation of Ireland

“The one lesson that has become clear over the
last few years is that you have to be able to adapt
to what the customer is looking for, and that is
changing all the time”
	Donal Mulcahy, Proprietor: Nancy Blakes, Tom Collins and
Woodfield House Hotel

“People are more educated and tastes have
changed. Cocktails have become quite a staple of
Irish Bars–it is hard to get away without them.”
	Declan O’Regan, Director: Hogans, Secret Bar (as part of
Kelly’s Hotel), Drury Buildings and L’Gueuleton
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BDO Review
Hospitality Performance – Bars
The last number of years have been challenging for the Bar sector in Ireland. Approximately 1,000 pubs have closed since 2007, while pub sales
have fallen as people switch to buying alcohol in supermarkets, off-licences and consuming it at home.
Tourism research and data clearly demonstrates the important
role played by the drinks and pub sector as part of Ireland’s overall
tourism offering. Fáilte Ireland’s research shows that the Irish pub
is a distinguishing feature of the Irish tourism experience. However,
there is a clear need to facilitate greater marketing and promotion
of the sector. Given the enduring appeal of the ‘Irish pub’ concept
around the world, it is almost extraordinary that virtually no effort
is made to promote the rich variety of authentic pubs that dot
the Irish landscape. Our opinion is that an approach can be found
that will yield significant economic and social benefits for all. Such
a development should also look to address skills shortages in the
sector, and find ways to encourage a ‘gastro’ culture that will broaden
the appeal of traditional Irish pubs.
At a legislative level, the development of a framework in conjunction
with the government is also required to address issues such as belowTransactional Activity in the Bar Sector
Dublin leads the way in the Irish market
as, in terms of pub sales, and according to
Morrissey’s Auctioneer’s, the value of all
purchases of Dublin pubs grew from €15m in
2013 to €53m in 2014.
This reflected an increase in both sales
volume and asset price and also indicates
clear signs that investors view current asset
prices as an attractive basis on which to
make long-term investments.

cost selling of alcohol and providing quality products for a more
enjoyable customer experience.
As the economy continues to improve and consumer sentiment
strengthens, we would expect this sector as with hotels and
restaurants to enjoy and sustain a maintainable level of trade.
The growth in asset value reflects strong demand from both local
and international investors, suggesting increasing confidence that the
industry is in recovery mode.
The much-publicised arrival of UK chain J.D Wetherspoons is
telling of the changes taking place in the market. Wetherspoons,
who operate a low-price business model, have ambitious plans to
establish a network of 30 pubs throughout Ireland.
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Combined with greater levels of
transactional activity in the market, it is
reasonable to conclude that as we make
our way through 2015, the sector has more
reason for optimism than in previous years.

Christchurch. Despite this the sector
constitutes a very small element (1.5%) of
the entire beer market. This compares to
approximately 7.8% of the total market in
the US and demonstrates the enormous
potential for continued growth in terms of
this offering.

Focus on craft beers and high quality foods
In terms of where and how that growth
is happening, there are some interesting
trends to observe. The first is the move
into alternative, edgier concepts with an
increased focus on craft beers and high
quality foods (representing a move away
from the more brand focused ‘super pub’
of the Celtic Tiger era). It is no surprise
therefore to note that this year has seen the
opening of the country’s first dedicated craft
beer pub- the Beer Market near Dublin’s

Euro exchange rate
The weakening of the euro against the dollar
and sterling makes an already attractive
environment for foreign investors. The arrival
of UK chain J.D. Wetherspoons is telling of
the new dynamics of the post-recession
pub trade. Other foreign investors currently
active in Ireland include Sankaty Advisors,
part of the American private equity firm Bain
Capital, which in May acquired the Project
Coney portfolio of non-performing loans
comprising 66 pubs from Ulster Bank. These

2010
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2014

include a number of well-known landmark
pubs such as The 51 on Haddington Road,
the Waterloo in Ballsbridge and Brady’s
pubs in Terenure. This portfolio will generate
considerable market interest as Sankaty seek
to de-leverage this loan book.
Pub sales and investment
Among well-known pubs already sold in
Dublin this year, transaction values confirm
the surge in optimism around the sector.
The Leopardstown Inn near Sandyford sold
for approximately, €4.5 million; Solas Bar on
Wexford Street for €2.4 million; and O’Shea’s
in Clonskeagh for €900,000.
Irish investors recently active in Dublin
include Paddy McKillen Jr, Brian O’Malley
and Stephen Cooney. Danu Partners, the
investment vehicles of Leonard Ryan, Mark

For those looking to invest in licenced premises, the evidence is that financing is still an issue. Banks are willing to
lend to investors, but with a limit of c.60%-70% of the finance required. For some investors/operators finding the
remaining balance can be problematic and the funding gap is typically bridged through mezzanine debt or equity.
BDO is playing a leading role in securing funding for its clients in this sector. With the trend of increasing pub
transactions set to continue in 2015, this is an area of business we expect to see grow over the remainder of the year.

O’Meara and Mickey O’Rourke, who were
the founders of Setanta Sports, closed a €15
million deal in 2014 to acquire four Dublin
pubs from the former Capital Bars chain:
The George, The Dragon, Café en Seine and
Howl at the Moon. Confirming the crossover
trends noted above, The Dragon has since
reopened as an Asian fusion restaurant/bar
called Söder + Ko.
Impact of pub culture
Dublin is, however, largely unique in terms of
both the number and scale of transactions.
Outside the city, and particularly in rural
areas, the culture of the local pub remains
in decline, and where there is growth, it is
largely concentrated in better located, higher
quality offerings.
Overall, the level of pub transactions
remains low outside Dublin, reflecting lesser
expectations among investors around a
possible return on investment. 

.
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Irish Vintners growing optimism
Publicans in Ireland are represented by two trade bodies, we talked to both of them on the
regional challenges for the pub trade and their organisation’s upcoming merger.
Donall O’Keeffe
CEO, Licensed Vintners
Association

Tell us a little about the LVA?
The LVA is the trade representative
body for publicans in Dublin.

lva.ie

What are the underlying
trends driving growth in Dublin
at the moment?
One long-term trend that we expect to continue is the emergence of
food as a core part of the pub offer. Ten years ago, food represented
10% of overall turnover on average; today it’s 30%, and we would
have a big cohort of members for whom food accounts for 50% of
their business.
This trend is certain to grow further over the medium term as
consumer behaviour changes.
The second thing we are seeing is the trade starting to specialise
a little. There are some pubs focusing on, say, food and others,
particularly in the city centre, going after the late night business.
Pubs in the suburbs are increasingly positioning themselves as the
local community pub. Tourism will also continue to grow and offer
opportunities in Dublin.
A pub that attempts to be all things to all people will struggle. It
might have been possible up to a few years ago but, today, you
have to define the style of business you want to run and the type of
customer you want to target. Competition in the leisure/hospitality
sector is intensifying all the time and publicans need to be clear with
their customer offer.
How important is price in attracting and holding the consumer
in Dublin?
In our experience, price isn’t a determinant between the success of
one pub and another. Many of the more successful pubs in Dublin, by
and large, charge higher prices but justify this by offering far higher
standards across the board. One thing that seems obvious to us is
that, as people go out less, they want to be very sure they will have
a good night and they are less concerned about a price differential of
say 10-20 cent per drink.
On the other hand, publicans who have dropped their prices
aggressively have run into terrible trouble. We would say it’s vital to
protect your gross margin but to offer really high standards for the
price you are charging. We don’t see great consumer resistance to that.

are also big lifestyle changes that have come in tandem with the
recession. Looking at the Irish market, the UK chains have obviously
seen an entry point that is acceptable to them, given pubs can be
bought at a far lower price than seven or eight years ago. We hold a
fairly simple view that competition is good, diversity in the market
is good and choice is good. The consumer will decide where they go
and that’s a healthy marketplace in operation.
Do you see the move to home drinking as a permanent shift?
It’s inevitable that Ireland will settle down to a figure something like
the UK or US, where 70% of alcohol is consumed in the off trade and
30% on trade.
Ten years ago, those figures were the reverse in Ireland and, today, we
would have 60% consumption at home and 40% in pubs. The number
of off-licences has tripled in 10 years, while 1,300 pubs have closed, so
that gives a clear indication of the direction the market is going in.
Is there cause for optimism in the pub trade this year?
Dublin is back in volume growth for the last 12 months and there is a
real sense that the city is on the mend economically, so we would be
very confident that the industry is going to be in a far healthier state
in five years than it is today. Even on a short term basis, the weakness
of the euro against sterling and the dollar is good for inward tourism.
Overall, nationally, the industry will stabilise this year. That comes
after a 35% volume decline but it is still very welcome.
We firmly believe that the vibrancy in nightlife in Dublin is a big part
of the attraction of the city. Tourists repeatedly point to it as one
of the key attractions when visiting Ireland and we are concerned
by Fáilte Ireland’s lack of recognition of the role of the pub in our
tourism offer. There seems to be no engagement with the sector and
we are not sure what the reasoning behind that is, to be honest.
Can you tell us a little about the proposed merger between the
two vintners organisations?
Historically, it made sense for there to be two separate associations
but those reasons are now fading. The case for a single, strong body
with a single voice is growing stronger all the time. The Councils of
both the LVA and VFI have recently endorsed the proposed merger
and it will now be put to a vote of all members in Sept/Oct with
our respective Councils’ supporting a Yes vote. Ultimately, it will be
the members who decide if they wish that to happen. For my part, I
believe that a merger is the right way to go. 

How do you view the entry of UK chains here chasing price
and volume?
Change has been happening in the marketplace at an intense pace
over the last few years. The overall size of the market has declined by
35% since 2007, so essentially a third of the business is gone. There

.
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Padraig Cribben
CEO, Vintners’ Federation
of Ireland
vfi.ie

Can you tell us a little about the VFI?
The Vintners Federation of Ireland (VFI)
organises, promotes and protects the
interests of vintners and publicans in
the 25 counties outside the greater
Dublin area.

The last few years have been tough for the industry. What has
been the impact on the number of pubs in the country?
Over the last eight to ten years, there has been a drop of about
1,300 licences. But that doesn’t tell the full story because many
were already working within restricted hours or opening for just a
few days in the week. Over the last seven years the sale of alcohol in
public houses has fallen by about a third. What we have also seen is a
migration in where alcohol is being consumed. Going back seven years
ago, 60% of all alcohol was consumed in licensed premises, with 40%
coming from off trade. Today, those figures have been reversed.
How does the industry respond to a challenge like that?
We have to recognise that what we are seeing is a permanent shift
rather than a temporary decline. The business has fundamentally
changed. The pendulum won’t shift backwards in the next 10 years
in my opinion. The response has come in a number of ways, and
in many pubs it’s about a focus on food and/or entertainment.
There are some very strong positives in this. Pubs are making a very
good offer in food and there is data to show that twice as much
food consumed outside homes in Ireland is in pubs rather than
restaurants. Pubs can offer everything from a traditional soup and
sandwich to a full gastropub. There is plenty of scope to grow in all
those segments in the future.
So the answer may be for pubs to focus more on target markets?
In cities, it is much easy to target a certain audience and to do
something distinctive and different. If you are in a small town
or village, you don’t have the opportunity to do that kind of
segmentation; you are a catch-all business, catering for everything
from the 21st birthday to the 40th wedding anniversary.
That said, we do see more and more pubs in the countryside carving
out a niche for themselves and it is generally around a distinctive
offering in food or entertainment.

.

How has the consumer drive for value affected the industry?
There’s been an obvious drive to value among consumers over the
last few years however the ones that are doing best are unlikely to be
the cheapest. What they have is a high-quality offer and high-quality
facilities. Once you are in a venue, it’s the enjoyment and sense of
quality that you experience, rather than whether a pint was 20 cent
more or less than a neighbouring pub, that’s important.
Are craft beers providing a new level of diversity in the market?
Craft beer is now 1.8% of the beer market and it offers a point of differentiation. There are some pubs in relatively small areas that are going
almost exclusively with craft offerings and you will find they are very
good at marketing and selling that experience. All in all, it’s very good
for the trade and our hope is that it is much more than a passing trend.
How has the whole issue of debt impacted on the sector?
In terms of debt there are two types to consider – debt on the
premises themselves and the debt that arose from what premises
were leveraged to do.
We have held some workshops on banking and the banks have, by and
large, been very receptive to them. The experience of our members
is that there are different approaches being taken depending on the
bank. Many have observed that the more that has been borrowed,
the better the chance of doing a good deal. There is often frustration
when people hear about others getting deals when they haven’t.
Those experiences are not peculiar to the licensed trade of course.
Are you optimistic for the future of the Irish pub?
I am optimistic but you have to put that optimism into context.
Can 7,200 pubs flourish in Ireland outside Dublin? Unfortunately, I
don’t see that as a viable option and succession will be a big issue in
deciding the number of pubs in the country in the future. When you
consider 78% of Irish pubs have a turnover of less that €380,000 you
can see it is not sustainable for the next generation to carry many of
them on. However, I am very optimistic for those who are making the
right offering, who are concentrating on customer service and who
give a quality experience. I have no worries for their future. Some, of
course, may be dealing with the challenge of over borrowing, but I
do believe they can grow their business in terms of volume of alcohol
and food sales. 
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Combining traditional with new trends
Nancy Blakes and Tom Collins are two popular and long-established pubs in Limerick
city centre. Both pubs attract a cross section of people at all times of the day. With the
acquisition of Woodfield House, also in Limerick city, Donal Mulcahy, Proprietor,
addresses how he has adapted his business to changes in consumer sentiment
and the impact of local economic shifts.
Donal Mulcahy
Proprietor: Nancy
Blakes, Tom Collins and
Woodfield House Hotel
 @nancyblakes

Nancy Blakes is our oldest pub,
while Tom Collins was a family
bar we took over 4 years ago and
more or less modernised while
keeping the traditional feel.

We are currently upgrading Woodfield
House and will continue to operate it as
a hotel. It serves an area that has a large population but, to date, did
not have much in the way of choice in terms of places to go out.
Has your business model changed a lot over the last few years?
A lot of change has been about responding to what is coming at us and
we have been lucky that we have been able to adapt in cost effective
ways. When the smoking ban was introduced, for example, we had
a large beer garden in Nancy Blake’s so we were able to respond
without incurring a lot of cost. During the recession, we would have
self-financed a significant portion of the changes we made.
The one lesson that has become clear over the last few years is
that you have to be able to adapt to what the customer is looking
for, and that is changing all the time. Craft beer is very significant
now and five years ago it didn’t exist. Whiskey and gin are also
big new markets. This change in customer requirements can be
directly linked to Irish people travelling abroad. They have gone
to the US and Australia and see there is a bigger world out there
in terms of choice and they want the same thing back here.
Has food become important in your business?
We will be actively looking to change and develop our food
offering over the next 12-18 months. Food is the future of our
business and we have to respond to that. As with our drink
offering, we don’t have any one particular market in mind. That’s
a deliberate business choice that we are making – we want to
cater for everyone.

Is social media part of your own promotion of your businesses?
It is certainly a part of how we promote the business, though we
wouldn’t rely on it solely. We would have someone working on a
regular basis on our social media presence.
In general, I feel that Irish pubs are very well marketed online to
tourists. People all around the world know about them and part of
the experience of coming here is to visit an Irish pub.
In our experience, people, either locals or tourists, come to Nancy
Blakes and Tom Collins knowing they are quality pubs and that they
will have a good experience. That’s the message we aim to get out,
whether it’s through social media or word of mouth.
Are you optimistic about the year ahead?
We are absolutely optimistic because you have to be in this business.
Business is growing as consumer sentiment improves but we are
very aware that you can’t take anything for granted. You have to be
thinking all the time about what consumers want and make sure you
are giving them that. The days of just sitting back and waiting for the
business to come to you are gone.
How does the Limerick economy shape how well your businesses
are doing?
I would certainly say that if Limerick is doing well, we are doing well.
When Dell shut down a few years back, it had a huge impact on all
aspects of business life in the city. Gradually, new companies have
come in and Dell itself has come back but it has taken five to six
years to reach that point.
Do you feel your business is getting value for money from local
government?
I do feel there is a problem in terms of bureaucracy and red tape. I
sometimes feel that local government is too worried about its own
concerns and doesn’t see the bigger picture. 

.
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A toast to change in Dublin
Declan O’Regan, Director of Hogans Bar, Secret Bar, L’Gueuleton and Drury Buildings, speaks
to BDO about how his business has responded to changes in recent times and the importance
of the pub to Irish Tourism.
Tell us a little about your businesses?
Currently we have involvement in
4 city-based businesses: two pubs
(Hogan’s and The Secret Bar including
Kelly’s Hotel) and two restaurants
(L’Gueuleton and Drury Buildings).

mind, this can only be seen as being a positive change to the market
as it shows how dynamic and diverse the pub market has become.
Similarly, there is also a greater demand for good quality wines and
cocktails. On a personal level, I am more than happy to try to support
local artisan businesses starting out, which many of the craft beer
producers are.

Hogan’s is a well-established “local in
the city” on South Great George’s Street which I have been involved
in for more than 22 years. This pub goes hand in hand with The
Secret Bar which offers a different type of bar environment to the
pub goer. Similarly, on the restaurant front, L’Gueuleton conforms
with the idea of being a classic French bistro in Dublin but with a
modern vibe. The newest incumbent is Drury Buildings which offers a
space over three storeys with the dual concept of restaurant and bar
both being as equally important as one another. Overall I hope all of
my businesses are places where everyone feels welcome.

Has your customer profile changed over the last few years in light
of trends changing such as people consuming alcohol at home?
This has not had a significant impact of our businesses and our
customer profile has not substantially changed even in light of
these trends. Pub goers are now more discriminating and diverse in
their tastes and therefore, their expectations of a pub are different
to those a decade ago. However, I would have some views, as a
publican, on the impact of below cost selling from both a public
order perspective and also the potential commercial harm it is doing
to our sector as a whole.

Alternatively with Hogans in business 22 years, have you seen
notable fall off in business during the downturn and how have
things picked up?
In actual fact, given Hogan’s location on South Great George’s Street,
and also our longevity, it has been a somewhat secure time for us
during the downturn. I do not underestimate how fortunate we have
been in that regard and I do not take it for granted. Fashions change in
pubs but if, as a publican, you feel that your pub has an intrinsic value,
hopefully that will sustain and survive the fads. You have to adapt to
the market trends but also try to maintain some belief in whatever
your core idea was.

Do you think enough is being done in terms of marketing the pub
sector by Fáilte Ireland and Tourism Ireland?
The Irish pub, I think, is an integral part of the overall Irish experience
and remains at the heart of what is happening in Irish life. Traditional,
classic pubs and even their newer counterparts, all offer different pub
experiences and shape many a tourist’s impression of this country. It
is clear that the marketing of the pub to the overseas tourist market
has to be balanced against those wider issues and debates of what
constitutes “healthy” and “unhealthy” alcohol consumption. The
reality remains, however, for many tourists, the pub is a central
element of Ireland’s tourism offering; to ignore it as a crucial asset
will be detrimental to our tourism sector in the long-term. It would
be great to see it promoted in a different way – perhaps a new
vocabulary of “pub!”

Declan O’Regan
Director: Hogans, Secret
Bar (as part of Kelly’s
Hotel), Drury Buildings
and L’Gueuleton
drurybuildings.com

As a publican how do you respond to these changes?
It is about trying to remain active, and if you can innovative,
although, I do not believe in change for change’s sake. Sometimes,
all you need to do is to effect minor upgrades in order to respond
to market needs whilst still maintaining the overall structure of
your business. It is the same with a building or with a room, as it is
with new trends in the pub or restaurant sector: you don’t have to
lose the authentic or inherent quality of your offering in order to
improve or enhance it. Monitoring your overall offer and responding
appropriately to emerging market trends is how this is achieved.
However, sometimes it is more luck than art!
With regard to the evolution of craft beer, what sort of impact
has this had on your business?
Since the beginning of my involvement with Hogan’s, some 22 years
ago, I saw that there was a clear and recognisable need for craft beers
to be incorporated into the overall pub experience. There is now an
increasing demand for higher quality and greater variety of beer. To my

Is the skills shortage a major issue for your business?
I think the hospitality sector as a whole is constantly seeking well
qualified individuals to be part of this sector. As the market continues
to recover and as new operators enter the market, it will become
increasingly challenging to attract those individuals. However, these
individuals need to be attracted and inspired by the sector to meet
these market needs.
Do you think local government and authorities are doing enough
to support businesses?
In the last ten years or so, there has been more and more regulation
for small to medium sized businesses across the board. This can
be viewed as being progressive but only where it is not adversely
impacting on the sustainability and growth of those businesses it is
aiming to regulate. I would fear for business as a whole where the

primary focus is on compliance and regulatory issues rather than the
growth of that business.
How important now is the food offering as part of the overall
bar experience?
It is critical as pubs are now effectively 25% restaurants and this I
would estimate, is the minimum. Again, this stems from the pub
goer being more discerning in the quality of their pub experience.
As an aside, this obviously means for a publican starting up that
there is greater outlay and greater compliance and regulatory
issues than there would have been in the past.
Looking ahead, what does the future hold for your business?
I would be cautiously optimistic. The recession has to a certain degree
made a little more conservative and cautious in my outlook. The
weakness in the Euro has definitely given us a lift, and the strength
of the Dollar and Sterling has helped, which combined with general
increases in the tourism sector, means that current market conditions
appear to be conducive to further growth for the businesses. 
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HOSPITALITY SECTOR TEAM
Our knowledge of hospitality trends coupled with many years of practical and advisory experience have made BDO a
respected authority in the field. BDO’s specialist hospitality advisory team is a multi-disciplinary group which combines
extensive strategic planning, operations, corporate finance, recovery and taxation expertise.
We have a long-standing reputation as advisers of choice to the hotel, leisure and tourism sector. When it comes to
supporting our clients’ interests, we know that in-depth knowledge of this industry and how it operates is every bit as
important as professional expertise. Our combination of experience and technical skill means we can always find the best
way to achieve your goals – such as opening a new destination, enhancing your competitive position, or simply obtaining
quality accounting and tax advice.
BDO’s activities are as varied and diverse as our clients’ demands. However, we always have two goals: client satisfaction
and professional integrity. We aim to achieve both.
Our team is made up of experts in their field and is perfectly placed to assist and guide operators, financiers and other key
stakeholders to:
– Plan and implement a strategy for their business
– Review operational & financial performance
– Effectively manage weak & underperforming hospitality businesses
– Critically appraise an investment
– Secure third party funding, and
– Negotiate with operations partners.
Our specialist hospitality consultancy and advisory services include:
Asset Management

Corporate recovery/insolvency

Market & financial viability

Business & operational reviews

Acquisitions advice

Taxation

Audit

Litigation support

Disposals Advice
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